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developing a sturdy independence and a latent suspicion
of colonial government. But in addition to the problem of
the Dutch, future generations would have to deal with the
difficulties presented by the steady advance from the interior
of tribes of Kaffirs, for with these the English authorities
had already come Into conflict by 1811. The land Itself
was fertile, and the climate favourable for European settle-
ment, but the problems of government would tax all the
resources of the best imperial statesmen.1
During the eighteenth century British power was also ^rit^^
firmly established in India. There the Mogul Empire had In India?
been founded by Baber the Turk, the contemporary of
Henry VIII, and established by Akbar, the contemporary
of Elizabeth. The British East India Company had been
founded and granted a Royal charter by Elizabeth In 1601,
its initial capital being only £30,000. Its interest then lay
chiefly In the Spice Islands, where Dutch influence was
gradually superseding that of Portugal But the opposition
of the Dutch and Portuguese to the Invasion of their com-
mercial monopoly by the English led the English to turn
their attention to the mainland of India. The British had In
India merely a few trading stations on territory leased from
native powers; no British citizens other than those employed
by the Company ivere allowed to reside there; and there
was no attempt either to found colonies or to Interfere In
Indian politics. The competition of the French had to
to be faced, but this had not yet become very serious.
In the eighteenth century fundamental changes began in
.
India. The Mogul Emperors were Mahommedans, whilst the Mogul
their subjects were mainly Hindus: their authority had Empire-
never been securely established in Central India and had
rarely been effective in the South. With the deterioration
of the reigning house, especially after the death of Aurung-
zebe In 1707, and the pressure of successive waves of Persian
and Afghan invaders from the North and North-West,
their power began rapidly to disappear. As the strength of
the Central Government declined, the Empire began to
break up into many principalities; and the Emperor's
* See De Kock, Econ. Hist of 5, Africa.

